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Day one – Tuesday 19 October – morning sessions

10.15 Registration and refreshments

11.00 Cinema sizzle #1

11.05 Welcome from the UK Cinema Association

Phil Clapp CEO, UK Cinema Association

11.10 Platinum sponsor welcome – Vista

11.20 Keynote address

Ben Roberts CEO, British Film Institute (BFI)

11.40 The returning audience – Comscore/MetrixLab

In this session, Lucy Jones of Comscore Movies will review progress as the sector continues to recover momentum. 
In the second half of the session, Amir Jalaly of Metrixlab will share the latest insights from the ongoing Cinema First 
survey of public sentiment to deepen our understanding of audience behaviour. 

Sharon Reid Director of Marketing and Partnerships, Cinema First (Moderator)
Amir Jalaly Client Director, MetrixLab
Lucy Jones Executive Director, Comscore Movies
Mark Williams Director, WTW-Scott Cinemas
Rob Younger Parkway, Barnsley and Station Cinema, Richmond

12.20 Rebuilding an active customer base – a critical success factor – Showtime Analytics

The customer base now is therefore smaller than pre-COVID, meaning we not only need to activate existing 
customers but also add new people. In this session, Mark de Quervain from Showtime Analytics will use real data to 
demonstrate that the customer ‘churn and replacement’ cycle has been disrupted. He will then illustrate, with actual 
examples, how new and existing cinema-goers might be tempted through our doors again. 

Mark de Quervain Director Client Services and Strategy, Showtime Analytics

13.00 Spotlight – Film and Television Charity

With the entertainment industry facing unprecedented challenges over the last 18 months, The Film and Television 
Charity’s COVID Recovery Fund was a lifeline to many working behind the scenes in exhibition, film and TV. 

In this Spotlight session, Alex Pumfrey of the FTC will detail how the charity was able to help, as well as giving an 
update on the organisation’s new strategy as it seeks to help thousands of people a year with services including: 
financial guidance and support; a suite of new services to support mental health and wellbeing; advice on bullying  
and harassment; and practical support including legal advice.

Alex Pumfrey CEO, Film and Television Charity

13.20 Lunch
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Day one – Tuesday 19 October – afternoon sessions

14.20 Spotlight – Gen Z and Cinema – a MASSIVE temperature check

MASSIVE is where youth culture and cinema collide. Supported by the BFI and National Lottery, and now in its third 
year, MASSIVE is a pioneering initiative that drives 16-24-year-olds into UK cinemas through partnerships, screenings, 
social media and more. David Kapur, co-founder of elevenfiftyfive and ourscreen, will share the results of the latest 
MASSIVE pulse survey, sharing insights on Gen Z and their relationship with cinema and film.

David Kapur Co-Founder of elevenfiftyfive and ourscreen

14.35 Personality Goes a Long Way – Mustard Studio 

Marketing campaigns have evolved post-COVID, with fewer people travelling and being exposed to large scale 
advertising campaigns and audience behaviour changing rapidly. Cinemas are in a unique position, having a direct line 
to audiences through their comms and first-party data. They can build vital relationships between the film and the 
audience and elevate their brand. In this session, Kate Gerova and Mandy Keane from Mustard Studio will explore 
some of the ways cinemas can maximise their communications through proven and easy to implement strategies.

Kate Gerova Co-Founder and Strategic Creative Director, Mustard Studio
Mandy Keane Co-Founder and CEO, Mustard Studio
Lee Shelton Mustard Studio and Gruvi
Anna Navas Director and Programmer, Plymouth Arts Cinema

15.15 Spotlight – Sustainability in Soft Drinks

Healthier People, Healthier Planet is Britvic’s sustainable business programme. This was built upon Britvic’s progress 
to date, and the company’s commitment to creating a better tomorrow and delivering timely responses to the health 
and environmental challenges everyone is currently facing on a global level. With consumer awareness of sustainability 
issues at an all-time high, in this session Tom Fiennes from Britvic will provide an overview of the key strategies that 
Britvic have implemented under their Healthier Planet strategy. 

Tom Fiennes Director of Commercial Sustainability, Britvic Soft Drinks

15.30 Break
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16.00 Explaining the wow! – Cinema Technology Community

Differentiation will be key if the UK cinema sector is to get casual cinema-goers off of their sofas and back to the 
big screen, and return box office revenue back to the levels seen pre-COVID. Technology remains a significant 
differentiator that is seldom communicated to the audience but which could make all the difference. 

In this session, Richard Mitchell from Harkness Screens and CTC will ask a panel of industry experts about the importance 
of technology, why and how we might better message cinema technology to the consumer and the role technology 
manufacturers need to play in helping exhibition to create inspiring marketing campaigns focused on technology.

Richard Mitchell VP Global Marketing & Commercial Development, Harkness Screens/President, CTC (Moderator)
Bobbie Andrews VP Marketing & Commercial EMEAR, RealD  
James Collington Managing Director, Savoy Cinemas  
Adam MacDonald European Sales Manager, GDC Technology/Governor, CTC 
Kevin Markwick Exhibitor, The Picture House, Uckfield

16.40 Accessible cinema – building back better

The last 19 months have been extremely challenging for everyone, but particularly for people with disabilities. As 
the cinema sector begins its recovery, it is therefore important that we do not take a backward step in terms of 
maintaining the progress achieved in recent years in making the big screen experience is as accessible as possible.

This session, led by James Connor from the UK Cinema Association, will highlight some of the good practice 
undertaken by many cinemas across the UK pre-COVID, as well as recognising and understanding some of the key 
challenges in this regard presented by pandemic. But it will also explore where cinemas might improve and once again 
capitalise on a significant and potentially lucrative cinema-going audience. 

James Connor Policy Executive, UK Cinema Association 
Jonathan Gleneadie Cinema Administrator, Barbican Centre, London 
Sarah Walters Campaigns Manager, Dimensions UK

17.10 Closing remarks

Phil Clapp CEO, UK Cinema Association

17.15 Networking drinks

19.00-23.00  After party party 

All Bar One – The O2
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Day two – Wednesday 20 October – morning sessions

09.30 Refreshments

10.00 Cinema sizzle #2

10.05 Welcome from the UK Cinema Association

Phil Clapp CEO, UK Cinema Association

10.10 Opening address

Lyn Goleby Abbeygate Cinema, Bury St Edmunds, Chiswick Cinema and Trafalgar Releasing

10.30 Returning audiences: do actions speak louder than words? – Movio/Cinema First

Is moviegoers’ behaviour reflective of their intentions? In this session, Gabriel Swartland of Movio will present a brand 
new study, developed in conjunction with the Cinema First Insight Group, that explores the actions of UK cinema-
goers over the past 12 months. 

How have the demographics of returning audiences evolved over the time that cinemas have been re-opened? Does 
someone’s previous frequency accurately predict their future behaviour? What films have been most successful at 
bringing back the largest percentage of dormant cinema-goers? 

The research presentation will be followed by a panel discussion featuring members of the Insight Group.

Seema Saujani Policy Assistant, UK Cinema Association (Moderator) 
Anna Cremin Head of Research and Consumer Insight, Pearl & Dean
Gabriel Swartland Regional Director & Vice President (EMEA) Movio
Ruth Hinton Group Head of Customer Experience and Insight, Vue International 
Faith Taylor Head of Marketing, Pathé (UK)

11.10 Spotlight – QFT Player

During the lockdown, many UK cinemas sought to maintain contact with their audiences through social media and 
other channels, while others sought to supplement income through promoting the sales of gift cards, for example. But 
a number decided to diversify into streaming, looking to ensure that their audience’s film-watching needs continued to 
be met though their doors were closed. In this session, Joan Parsons from the Queen’s Film Theatre, Belfast, will share 
that venue’s experiences in launching its own ‘QFT Player’ and offer thoughts on lessons learned.

Joan Parsons Head of Queen’s Film Theatre, Belfast (QFT)

11.25 Break
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11.55 Spotlight – Pearl & Dean Premieres – P&D 

As the UK’s only in-cinema film show, Pearl & Dean Premieres celebrates and enhances the anticipation of 
the audience by bringing them exclusive access to a wide range of film content from the latest blockbusters to 
independent releases, featuring both on screen and behind the camera talent. 

In this Spotlight session, P&D’s Catherine Ferguson will showcase how one of the World’s biggest advertisers chose 
UK cinema for their first ever content partnership back in 2012 and have renewed the sponsorship year after year. 
Supporting both exhibition and distribution, this ‘always on’ show continually demonstrates that there is no experience 
like cinema. 

Catherine Ferguson Group Head, Pearl & Dean

12.10 Spotlight – Into Film

Bringing young people back into cinemas after a year of watching films at home is more important than ever. In 
this Spotlight session, Leigh Thomas of Into Film will outline how we plan to work with the industry to support and 
encourage young audiences to return to the big screen, supporting their wellbeing through the unique communal 
experience of enjoying a film with their friends in a cinema and forming that all-important cinema-going habit at a 
young age.

Leigh Thomas Director of Business Development, Into Film

12.25 Spotlight – Digital Cinema Media (DCM)

After the most challenging 19 months for the cinema industry, the return of the big screen has not only been welcomed 
by audiences, but also brands who recognise the value the cinema medium brings to their media plans. 

In this Spotlight session, DCM’s Steve Davis will share insights around cinema-going habits, consumers’ positivity towards 
cinema advertising and why truly capturing an audience with cut-through creativity is cinema’s greatest power.

Steve Davis Exhibition Director, Digital Cinema Media (DCM)

12.40 Lunch
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Day two – Wednesday 20 October – afternoon sessions

13.40 Bringing back older audiences – Event Cinema Association

Historical data confirms that event cinema attendance skews to an older audience, its make-up being largely female and 
over 45 years of age. 

With strong indications that event cinema helped to drive attendance and bring new audiences to the cinema during 
2020, this session – involving key executives from across the event cinema sector – will explore and compare the return  
of older audiences to cinemas and to live performing arts productions, drawing out lessons learnt on changes in 
purchasing habits and attendance over the last 19 months.

Gráinne Peat Managing Director, Event Cinema Association (Moderator)
Johnny Carr Group Event Cinema Manager, Vue International
Lyn Goleby Abbeygate Cinema, Bury St Edmunds, Chiswick Cinema and Trafalgar Releasing 
Amanda Parker Founder, Inc Arts UK 
Egidio Rodrigues Client Services Director, Powster 
John Travers Head of Acquisitions and Distribution, CinemaLive

14.25 Spotlight – MediCinema

Throughout the pandemic, MediCinema has continued to deliver tens of thousands of in-hospital cinema experiences at 
a time when loneliness and feelings of isolation for our patients have been even more extreme than usual. Like the rest of 
the cinema industry, the charity is now charting a recovery path and looking to the future and how it continues to open 
more MediCinema locations in NHS hospitals as well as drive greater utilisation of its existing sites using the power of film 
to help the recovery of patients. 

Colin Lawrence CEO, MediCinema

14.40 ‘Back to the big screen’ – a European perspective – UNIC

Post-lockdown, the challenge of encouraging cinema-goers to return was one shared across a wide range of film 
territories. In this session, Laura Houlgatte of the European cinema trade body UNIC will reflect on the recovery 
made by the sector across Europe, as well as present a selection of relevant campaigns and creatives, all devised with 
the aim of harnessing the public’s affection for – and attachment to – the big screen experience. 

Laura Houlgatte CEO, International Union of Cinemas (UNIC)

15.10 Closing remarks

Phil Clapp CEO, UK Cinema Association

15.15 Post-conference drinks 

17.00 Close
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